Do you knuckle or rub your eyes frequently?
Do your spectacle powers change frequently?
Then you may be suffering from a condition called "KERATOCONUS".

23 OUT OF 1000 INDIANS SUFFER FROM KERATOCONUS

Source: Indian J Ophthalmol. 2013 Aug

A timely visit to your eye doctor for early diagnosis and treatment can preserve your vision.

Shroff Eye Opener® # 36
Get your children’s eyes checked if they are squinting, rubbing or excessively blinking their eyes.

1st Eye Hospital in India to be awarded the Joint Commission International (JCI) Accreditation from USA
2 World Class Eye Centers – Marine Drive & Bandra
3 Generations of Eye Surgeons
4 Generations of Patients
90,000 and more patients treated in last 15 years
96 Years of Excellence in Eye Care
Did You Know?...

Meet Bob the Minion, from the movie ‘Despicable Me’. There has been a lot of talk regarding Bob’s distinct eye colour - one green eye and one brown eye, a condition which doctors call heterochromia. Heterochromia is defined as having different coloured eyes, due to the difference in the melanin pigment in the iris. This condition is usually hereditary, but sometimes caused by a medical condition or injury. Heterochromia is more common in cats, dogs, cattle and horses than in humans… but apparently it occurs in Minions.
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Real Stories. Real People.

If my eyes are the windows to my soul, then I want to make sure they look amazing at all times

"I liked that the general cleanliness and hygiene levels have been maintained. The nurse is super efficient and always around to answer queries and allay your fears! The staff is all very prompt and always greets you with a smile."

"Excellent! Liked the transparency of the procedure, details given by the doctor, quick and clean execution of the procedure, fantastic staff! Nurses very warm, helpful and informative. Dr Shroff is extremely courteous and thoroughly professional. You are doing a fantastic job! Keep it as it is!"

"Very cooperative and helpful staff. The service went beyond my expectations."

"All staff were kind, caring and helpful. I particularly enjoyed seeing the operation being performed on my father on the TV monitor. The rooms were very comfortable and clean. Overall a good medical experience!"

*I would gladly recommend your services as Ethics and Integrity are your base and framework.*

Find us on facebook

Like The Shroff Eye Hospital Facebook page. Share your comments, get updates, eye care facts and participate in our monthly quiz.

Shroff Eye Hospital is India's first eye hospital to be accredited by JCI – Joint Commission International, USA for excellence in patient care and health care delivery since 2006
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